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Abstract:

In this paper we investigate the existence and approximation properties of cardinal

interpolation on periodic grids using radial basis functions, and functions formed from radial basis
function spaces whose translates along periodic grids are orthonormal.
1. Introduction

A radial basis function approximation in n variables has the form

s(x)

=

L

Aj</>(x - Xj),

XE lR\

jEZ"

where ¢> : lR n

-

lR denotes the n-variate, spherically symmetric function associated with a pre-

scribed radial basis function </>+ : lR+ -

lR, i.e., </>

= ¢>+(11 · II),

the norm being Euclidean. The

{>-.j}jEZ" are real coefficients (often, approximants s above are considered where only finitely many

AjS are nonzero), and {xj}jEZ" is a fixed set of points in

]Rn

(of course, only the Xj with nonzero

coefficient ).. j affect s ). Thus, s is a linear combination of translates of a radially symmetric function
which can be of global support, the simplest choice being </>+(r)

= r, or </>+(r) = (r 2 + c2 )½, where

c is a positive parameter. The latter is referred to as the multiquadric function which is useful in

applications.
Generally, radial function approximations are known to be very suitable for practical applications. We are going to study some of their properties here. Much of the recently developed theory
of radial function approximations, notably that of the first author (1989), Buhmann and Micchelli
(1989), and Buhmann and Dyn (1991), addresses the case when {xj}jEZ" is the integer lattice
in lR\ i.e., {xj}jEZ"

= ;zn_

There has also been some progress in the theory of radial function

approximations when the data are irregularly distributed by Beatson and Powell (1990), Madych
and Nelson ( cf., e.g., their 1990 article), and Wu and Schaback (1990). All of these authors have
addressed the setting of scattered data {xihez", but the work by Beatson and Powell is confined
to the univariate setting.
Following their lead, we adopt an intermediate point of view here between the first author's
work on cardinal interpolation on the integer lattice
1

2

;zn and the work on scattered data, in that
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we let the centres {xi} iEE" be periodic. As a matter of review we recall that using radial basis
functions for the lattice

~n

leads one to approximate

L

=

lf(x)

f : lR n

-+

lR by

f(j)L(x - j),

jEEn

where the cardinal function associated with <P , viz. ,

L

L(x)=

ck<fJ(x-k),

kEEn

satisfies L(j)

= Ooj for all j

E ~n. In this paper, we study, among other things, cardinal interpola-

t

tion to periodic data in lRn. To explain this further, let a1, a2, ... , aN be distinct vectors in (0 , 1
and set ao := 0. Then we interpolate an n-variate continuous function

J at all points of the grid

+ j: 0 :::; i:::; N,j E ~n}. To this end, we seek N + 1 cardinal functions
Lk(aq + m) = OkqDom,O:::; q:::; N,m E ~n, which are of the form

G N := { ai

such that

N

Lk(x)

=L
i=O

where the

ct are real coefficients.

L

Lk , 0 :::; k:::; N ,

d/<fJ(x - ai - f),

tezn
From now on, we drop the assumption that <P is a radially

symmetric function , because our analysis will not depend on this. At this point, we only require
<P : lR n -+ lR to be a continuous function. We then set
N

(1.1)

lf(x)

=L

L

f(f

+ aj)Lj(x - f),

whenever f is such that If is defined by an absolutely convergent series. We will show that for a
certain class of functions <P which includes, among many others, </J(x)

= llxll and the multiquadrics

radial function , cardinal functions exist and render interpolation (1.1) exact for polynomials of an
order which depends, essentially, on the growth rate of <P and on n. Specifically, all the polynomials
of total degree less than µ are reproduced, where µ is the order of the singularity at zero of the

generalized or distributional Fourier transform ( see, for instance, Jones , 1982) of </J. For instance, in
both cases </J(x)

= llxll and </J(x) = (llxll 2 +c 2 )½ we haveµ=

n+l , i.e., all polynomials

f of degree up

to and including n are recovered by (1.1). Therefore, when f is a sufficiently differentiable function ,
its Taylor series terms of degree at most n make no contribution to the error of interpolating

f by

If given by (1.1). This , together with some analysis which takes into consideration the fact that
cardinal functions are usually globally supported, supplies convergence orders for the uniform error

lllhf - flloo as h

-+

0, where hf is
N

(1.2)

lhf(x)

=L

L

f(h[ai

+ f])Lj(h- 1 x -

i=O lEEn

2

f),

In view of these facts we conclude that the results of the one-periodic case, i.e. , N

= 0 ( considered

by Buhmann, 1989) , remain valid for the case of (N + 1)-periodic data.
The existence and uniqueness of cardinal interpolants, the stability of the approximations they
generate, and their polynomial precision and convergence properties, are central to our discussion
in the next section. Section 3 is devoted to properties of linear combinations of</>, translated along

G N, which have orthonormal integer translates. We prove the existence of such functions and study
a least squares minimization problem whose solution they provide. In analogy to the evaluation of
polynomial reproductive properties of interpolants (1.1), we will also study the polynomial exactness
of the approximations which are generated by the translates of these orthonormal basis functions.
2. Cardinal Interpolation to Periodic Data

In this section we will investigate the existence of cardinal interpolants to periodic data in IR n.
We will also study the approximation properties of the resulting interpolants. We let a 0 := 0
and a1,a2, . .. ,aN E (O,lt be distinct vectors. We say</>: IRn-+ IR is an admissible (not
necessarily radial) function , if it has the following properties: First, we require that </> is a tempered
distribution so that its distributional Fourier transform ¢, is well-defined ( Jones , 1982). To describe
. we d eman d 'f'
;_ to h ave, we 1et D Ctx :=
t h e properties

(

&" l
&" 2 , ... , ~
&"" )
-;;::,rr,
~
vx1
vx2
v x,.

~t-, the lattice of vectors whose coordinates are nonnegative integers.
are real numbers µ 2: 1 and

€

> 0 such that for

£or a

= ( a1, a2 , .. . , an ) E

Next , we require that there

p defined to be the smallest integer which is a~

leastµ+ n

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

</>

E CP(IRn \ {O} ),

,1 ,2

ID~¢,(x)I = O(llxll-n-,:), !!xii> 1, for all a E {, E ~+:bl:=
D~¢,(x) = coD~llxll-µ + O(llxll-µ-lal+ 1 ), 0 < l!xll < 1, for all a
c0

+

+ · · · + 'i'n ~ p},

E {, E

~i: bl~ p}, where

is a nonzero constant,

(iv) ¢,(x) is positive for all nonzero x, and
(v) l</>(x )I= O(llxllµ-n log llxll), llxll

> 2.

For examples of</> that satisfy these conditions, see Buhmann (1989), where it is shown that ,
among several other radial functions, </>(x)

= -llxll

and </>(x)

= -(llxll2 + c2 )½

satisfy (i)-(v) (the

negative sign ensures condition (iv)) . Our main theorem of this section is the following:
Theorem 2.1. There exist N

+l

continuous functions
N

(2.1)

Lk(x)

=L

L

c~k</>(x - ai - f),

i=O lEZ:"

3

for O ~ k

~

N , such that the series defining these functions are absolutely convergent,

(2.2)
and for all k

= 0, 1, ... , N ,

(2.3)
Proof. We will first define a function Lk, which is bounded, continuous and satisfies (2.2)-(2.3) , as

the inverse Fourier transform of an absolutely integrable function Fk. We will then prove that it is
of the form (2.1). To this end, we define the (N + 1) x (N + 1) Hermitian matrices A(t) for every

t E IR n \ 21r zn by

[A(t)]jk

=

L

ei(o;-ok) •(t+21rl)Jt(t),

0

~

j,k

~

N,

lE2Z"

where [A( t) Ji k is the (j + 1, k + 1)-st entry of the matrix A( t) and where ef>t denotes ef>( · + 21r £) for

£ E zn . Continuity of each [A(t)]jk on IRn \ 21r zn follows from conditions (i)-(ii). Our functions

A, 0 ~ k

~

N , shall be
N

Fk(t)

= </>(t) I:: e-io;•t[A(t)-l]jk
j=O

N

= </>(t) L e-io; •t det Ajk(t)[det A(t)]- 1 ,

(2.4)

j=O

where [A(t)- 1 ]jk denotes the (j+ 1, k+ 1)-st entry of the inverse of the matrix A(t). The (j +1, k+l)st entry of the matrix A;k(t) is formed by replacing the (j + 1)-st column of A(t) by the (k + 1)-st
standard unit vector.
The following three results will assist us in proving that Fk is continuous and absolutely
integrable. Thus Lk is bounded and continuous. We will then be able to show that the function

Lk satisfies (2.2) and (2.3).
Lemma 2.2. The Hermitian matrices A(t) are positive definite for all t E IRn \ 21rzn.

Proof. Let c E IRN+l \ {O}. Then we have fort E IRn \ 21r zn
N

N

N

N

LL CjCk[A(t)]jk = LL L
j=O k=O

(2.5)

CjCkei(a;-ak) ·(t+21rl) Je(t)

j=O k=O lE 2Z"

=

L
lE2Z"

It

I j=O
4

Cjeia;·(t+21re)i2 </>e(t)

I

~0

by admissibility condition (iv). To show that strict inequality holds we need the fact that
N

L Cjeio:, -21re = 0,

(2.6)

j=O
implies Cj

= 0 for all j.

We prove this fact in the following way. Choose a, E (0, 1) which is less

than the Euclidean distance of O:j from GN \ {aj} for all j
supp h C [-, 2 , ,

2

]

and

that H( O'.j - f - O'.r)

hl[-r 4 ,r
2/

= OotOjr,

2/

4

]

= 0, 1, ... , N.

= 1. Thus the radial function H :=

f E ;zn , j, r

= 0, 1, ... , N.

Leth be in C 00 (IR) with

h(ll · 11 2 )

has the property

Moreover, because H is compactly

supported and its Fourier transform decays rapidly due to the differentiability of H, the Poisson
summation formula (Stein and Weiss, 1971 , p. 252) may be applied to conclude that
N

0=

N

L L Cjei(o:,-o:,)-Z1rl H(21rf) = L L
lE~n

j=O

CjH(aj - f - ar) = Cr,

r=0 , 1, 2, . .. , N ,

j=O lE~n

as required.

■

Lemma 2.3. det A(t) is a 21r-periodic function in CP(JRn \ 21r ;zn), 1¢(t)- 1 det A(t)I

lltll

-►

o+ ,

and moreover, lim11t11-o+ ¢(t)- 1 <let A(t)

= 0(1)

for

> 0.

Proof. The first two assertions of the lemma are obviously true (by definition). Moreover, we have
by the Cauchy-Binet Formula ( cf., e.g. , Karlin 1968 , p. 1).
detA(t)

=

where the summation is to be taken over all {lj}f: 0 C ;zn that satisfy, componentwise, £0 ~ £1 ~
···

~

f N and are all different. The above expression can be re-written as
N

(2.7)

<let A(t)

= ¢(t) L
r=O

l,=O
lo<l1 < -.. <lN

+
l 1¢0 V j
lo<l1 < .. ,<lN

Because of our admissibility conditions (i)-(iii), (2. 7) shows that the third assertion of the lemma
is true. Moreover, it is true that
N

(2.8)

lim
lltll-+O+

¢(t)- 1 <let A(t)

=L

r=O

l,=O

lo<l1 < .. •<lN

5

because there is at least one set of distinct multiintegers

{£0 ,£1 , ... ,iN}

by the linear independence of the exponential functions {ei 2 ,rx -ak }t'=o on

such that

,;;zn

which we have shown

in the previous proof. By reordering the ijs if necessary and by taking out a factor of

IT.~o ei 2 ,rl. -ai

from the determinant above, this implies that for some r
det{ei2,rlj "°'k }N
- -t. 0 ,
J,k-0 r
for some set of multiintegers lo

< l1 < · · · < lN with lr

= 0.

Because of admissibility condition

(iv), (2.8) follows.

■

The two lemmas above, together with our admissibility conditions (i)-(iii) and the following
lemma, prove that Fk is absolutely integrable and continuous. To see this we write Fk in the form

tE

JR\

Lemma 2.4. Ek is in CP(lR,n). Moreover, it is a bounded function.

Proof. Clearly, Ek E CP(JRn \ 211'.tZn), and by the periodicity of the determinants involved in the
definition of Ek, we only have to check that it is GP in a neighbourhood of the origin. To see this
we note that Ek(t) is the determinant of the matrix

L lE ;zn ei( °'k-

1 -ao) ·( t+2,rl) ¢t( t)
e-iao•t

LteE"

ei(ak-1-aN) ·(t+27rl)¢e(t)
e-iOtN•t

Lee;zn

ei(ak+1-0to)·(t+211"l)Jl(t)

Lee;zn

ei(0tk+1-0tN)·(t+211"l) ¢e(t)

We write Ek(t) as a linear combination of powers of J(t). The multipliers vr(t), say, of J(ty,
r

= 1,2, ... ,N, in

Ek(t) are linear combinations of determinants of certain matrices, r rows of

which have the form

6

s

= 1, 2, . . . , r, where the q

3

are distinct and in {O, 1, ... , k- 1, k + 1, k + 2, .. . , N}. Moreover , one

further row of each of those matrices is always

Thus they always have zero determinants. Hence

Vr

= 0 for each r = 1, 2, ... , N.

This shows that

the assertion of the lemma is a consequence of admissibility conditions (i)-(iii).

■

Proposition 2.5. The inverse Fourier transform

(2.9)
satisfies (2.2).
Proof. Define Qn := [-1r , 1rt. We have for any m E _;;zn

The proposition is proved.

■

Proposition 2.6. The inverse Fourier transform Lk of Fk satisfies (2.3).

Proof. It follows from (2. 7)-(2.8), from Lemma 2.4, and from our admissibility conditions , that Fk

and its derivatives have the following short asymptotic expansions for each multiinteger j:

(2 .10)
for

Cl'.

E {, E LZ~ :

1,1

:S

p }, where

81 is a small positive quantity, B e, (21rj) is the open ball of

radius 8' about 21rj, f3k E CP(Bc (0 )), and
1

l: 1e~n 117ikl is finite.

is true for the choices

7

Specifically, we can see that (2.10)

where B(t) is the multiplier of ¢(t) in (2.7), and

-Ek(0)D(0)/(B(0) 2 co),
if j = 0,
{
T/jk = ¢(21rj)Ek(21rj)/(B(O)c0 ), otherwise.
Here D(t) is the remainder term in (2.7), i.e., the one not multiplied by ¢(t). Note that B(O)

i-

0

because of (2.8) and hence Ek/ B is indeed GP in a neighbourhood of the origin. The absolute
summability of the T/jk follows from admissibility condition (ii) and from the boundedness of Ek.
This makes Fk amenable to an application of the following lemma:
Lem ma 2. 7. Let F : JR n -

JR be an integrable function and D C JR n be a discrete set whose

elements are se-perated by a distance of at least some fixed positive 8* . Suppose that F E C P (JR n \ D)
and for€* in (0, ¼8*) the function

F/ JR"\UdeDB,.(d)
and all its partial derivatives up to total order p are absolutely integrable and o( 1) for large argument.
Furthermore, we require that for some positive µ ::; p - n

for a E {, E

:zi: 1,1::; p},

where ~dED

lhl < oo

and ~dED ed(·

+ d)

E CP(Bs-; 2 (0)). Then the

Fourier transform of F satisfies

Proof. Choose a nonnegative function g E C 00 (JR) which is supported in [-1, 1] and which satisfies

g/[_ 112 ,1121 = l. Fix c* and t with 2c*

< t < ½8* and let

9t := g(t- 2 11

· 11 2 ).

Then the integral

satisfies, by integration by parts and the lliemann-Lebesgue lemma (Stein and Weiss, 1971, p. 2),

llxll- oo.
Moreover, by our assumptions, the integral

8

satisfies, again by integration by parts and the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma,
(2.11)

II (x)I
2

= { o(IJxll-n-l-[µJ),

ifµ is not an integer,
otherwise,

o(JJxJJ-n-µ),

llxll - oo,

where [µ] denotes the largest integer which is at most µ. Both right-hand sides of the estimate
(2.11) are o(Jlxll-n-µ). Hence it suffices to show that

decays at infinity as O(llxJJ-n-µ). However, it follows from Lemma 5.3 in Buhmann (1989) that

decays as O ((1

+ !lxJl)-n-µ).

Hence the required assertion follows from the definition of h and
■

from the summability of the fds.

Now, Proposition 2.6 follows from Lemma 2.7. In this regard, we use (2.10), the admissibility
conditions with D

= t:Zn,

ed

= 8dof3k,

fd

=

T/dk, and F

= Fk,

and the simple remark that the

inverse Fourier transform satisfies the same asymptotic estimates for large argument as does the
Fourier transform.

■

Proposition 2.8. The function [A(t)- 1 ]jk, t E lRn, is 21r-periodic, bounded and continuous. Its

Fourier coefficients satisfy

Proof. That [A(t)- 1 ]jk is 21r-periodic is obvious. To establish that it is a bounded and continuous

function requires more effort. Since
_

[A(t)

1

]jk

=

det A 1k(t)
det A(t) '

the results of Lemmas 2.2, Lemma 2.3, and det A;k(t) is in CP(JRn \ 21r ;zn), we conclude that it
suffices to show that det Ajk(t) is 0( <t>(t)) near the origin. This fact can be established by noting
that, if we write det Ajk(t) as a linear combination of powers of J(t), then the multipliers of all
second and higher order powers of <t>(t), call them ii2(t), ii3(t), etc., are determinants of matrices
which have at least two linearly dependent rows of the form

9

s

= 1, 2, where the q., are distinct and in {0, 1, ... , k-1, k+l, k+2, ... , N}. Hence ii2 = 113 = .. · = 0.
The decay of the Fourier coefficients can be estimated in a similar way as the decay of Lk in

the previous proposition, because [A(t)- 1 ]jk has a similar short asymptotic expansion at the origin
(and the same differentiability elsewhere) as Fk due to Lemma 2.3.

■

Because the Fourier coefficients mentioned in the proposition render the series (2.1) absolutely
convergent and because Lk is defined as the inverse Fourier transform of (2.4), we may conclude,
using for instance Theorems 7.14 (ii) and 7.15 on pp. 224 and 225 of Jones (1982):
Corollary 2.9. The inverse Fourier transform (2.9) has the form (2.1), the {c?}eEZ':'n being the

Fourier coefficients mentioned in the previous proposition and the infinite sum being absolutely
convergent.

■

Propositions 2.5, 2.6, and Corollary 2.9 imply Theorem 2.1.

■

Now, we want to show the uniqueness of the cardinal functions. To this end, we require two
lemmas:

+ T/ > n. Suppose f and g
lf(x )I = 0 ((1 + llx/1)--Y) and /g(x )I = 0 ((1 + llxll)- 11 ). Then

Lemma 2.10. Let 1 , T/ E JR with T/

that

> n, 1

are n-variate functions such

!]Rn lf(x)g(y- x)I dx = 0((1 + IIYll)-min('Y,11)),
and

L

lf(j)g(y - j)/

= 0 ((1 + IIYII)- min('M)) ·

jEZ':'n
Proof. This is included in Buhmann and Dyn (1991) as Lemma 4 and appears in a less general form

in Light and Cheney (1990).

Lemma 2.11. Let <I> be an admissible function. Then
N

L L <f>(l + ai)Lj(x - £) = <f>(x),
i=O lEZ':'n

where {Lj}f: 0 are the fundamental functions (2.9).

■

Proof. Let s be a rapidly decreasing function in C 00 (lRn) whose Fourier transform has a zero of

some order

> µ at 0. Then

(2.12)
where we justify the interchange of (infinite) summation and integration in (2.12) as follows: We
note that

AJR
n

N

ls(x)I

LL

l</>(l + Oj)Lj(X - l)I dx <

00

j=O (E7Zn

by the rapid decay of s and by the at most polynomial growth of the sum in the integrand, which is
a consequence of admissibility condition (v) and of (2.3) because of the second estimate in Lemma
2.10. Moreover, the first estimate in Lemma 2.10 and (2.3) imply that

and therefore our interchange of integration and summation is valid. We want to apply the Poisson
summation formula to each summand on the right-hand side of (2.12). To this end we note that

which follows from Lemma 2.10 by virtue of admissibility conditions (i)-(iii), the rapid decay of
the zero of

s at the origin, and the decay of F1.

s,

The estimates in the last two equations justify an

application of the Poisson summation formula which implies that (2.12) is the same as

11

The last step follows from an application of the Parseval formula (Jones, 1982, Theorem 7.13 on p.
224). The verification of the interchange of summation and integration proceeds as above. Because
s

was arbitrary except for its Fourier transform 's zero at the origin, the required identity holds

modulo some polynomial. But since the formula we wish to prove holds at all points in GN, that
polynomial must be zero.

■

Following Powell (1990), we deduce:
Corollary 2 .12. Whenever ¢ is admissible and satisfies I¢( x - y) I = 0 ( 1 + I¢( x) I + I</>( y) I), then

we have
N

L L

+ Ctj)Lj(x -

f(f

f)

= f(x),

j=O lE2Z"
for all f which are of the form
N

f(x)

=L

L

.X.~¢(x - ak - m),

k=O mE2Z"
where the sum is absolutely convergent for all x and
Proof. The assumptions on ¢ and on

{A~}mE2Z",

LmE2Z"

J.X~J < oo for all 0 ~ k ~ N.

0 ~ k ~ N, and (2.3), imply that the following

double sum is absolutely convergent:
N

N

LL L L
j=O k=O lE2Z"

.X~</J(f- m

+ Ctj - ak)Lj(x -f),

mE2Z"

By interchanging the infinite sums and by applying Lemma 2.11, we get the required identity.

■

We note that all of the most frequently studied </Js ( mentioned, for instance, by the first author
(1989) or by Powell (1990)) satisfy the requirements of the above corollary.
The following uniqueness result, which in the setting of cardinal interpolation on

~n

(N

= 0)

is due to Powell (1990), is an immediate consequence of Corollay 2.12:
Corollary 2.13. Let¢ be an admissible function such that

l</J(x - y)J

= 0(1 + J</J(x)J + l</J(y)I)-

If

{ L k }f=o is any set of functions that satisfy
N

L L

f(f

+ aj)Lj(x -

f)

= f(x),

j=O lE2Z"
for all f of the form in Corollary 2.12, then {Lk}f=o

12

= {Lk}f=o·

■

The following assertion exhibits the polynomial reproductive properties of cardinal interpolation on periodic grids.
Theorem 2.14. The interpolation operator which uses the cardinal functions (2.9), viz. ,
N

l:f-+

LL

f(ai+l)Li(·-l),

j=O lE:iZ"

is the identity operator on all polynomials of total degree less than µ .
Proof. Let f be a polynomial of degree < µ. Formula (2.10) implies that

[µ]

+ 1 orµ

at each 21rj, j E

~n \

Li

has a zero of order

{O}, depending on whetherµ~~ orµ E ~- Hence

Li

satisfies

the conditions which Jackson (1989) shows to be sufficient for

L

f( Ct j + l)Lj( • - l)

= /3j(O)f( · + Ctj) + 9i

lEE"

for each j, where gi is a polynomial of order less than the degree of

J. Specifically, he proves that

the Poisson summation formula applies to the sum on the left-hand side in the displayed equation
above and yields

L

f( Ctj

+ l)Lj(x -

l)

= J(-iDy) { ei(x+a; )·y.Lj(Y)} y=o·

lEE"

We conclude therefore the expression
N

LL

f(ai+l)Lj(•-l)

i=O lEE"

is a polynomial. Since it agrees with

J on G N, it must be indeed J.

■

The following theorem provides a construction of a system of functions which are biorthonormal
to the translates of </> on G N. It will allow us to estimate the rate of decay of the coefficients of
a series of the form (2.1) by the decay rate of the sum (2.1). For this purpose, we define for each

tE

]Rn\

21r ~n the (N

+ 1) X (N + 1) matrix

[A+(t)Jik

=

L

ei(a;-ak)·(t+27rl)Jt(t)2,

0 ::; j, k ::; N.

lEE"

Theorem 2.15. Let</> be admissible. Then for each k

= 0, 1, ... , N , the inverse Fourier transform

of the absolutely integrable and continuous function
N

H1.:(t)

= ¢(t) L eit•a; [A+(t)-l]kj,
j=O

13

is a function Ak E C (JR n) which satisfies
(2.13)
and the orthogonality relation
(2.14)
Before we prove this theorem, we state and prove another one which demonstrates the usefulness of Theorem 2.15. Results of the following type are sometimes called "stability estimates" for
approximation spaces. Here the approximation space is spanned by translates of <P along G N •
Theorem 2.16. Let f be any function of the form in Corollary 2.12 such that for some 1

IJ(x )I

(2.15)
Then for all j

>

-µ

= 0 ((1 + llxll)-"1) ·

= 0, l, ... ,N,

Proof. We have for any m E

~n

and O :S q :S N

(2.16)

because the integral in (2.16) is OtmOqj by the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 2.5.
The right-hand side of this expression is the same as
(2.17)
We are allowed to interchange the order of (infinite) summation and integration by the absolute
summability of the coefficients {A~}lEX" and by the absolute integrability of ¢Hq. This follows
because ¢Hq is an Fq with 4> replaced by 4> 2 and

Oj

by

-aj.

An application of a suitable version

of the Parseval formula (for instance, the one that is an immediate consequence of the multivariate
version of Theorem 6.13 on p. 187 in Jones, 1982) gives that (2.17) is the same as
(2.18)

f

}JR,"

J(m - x)Aq(x) dx,

whereupon Lemma 2.10 together with (2.13) and (2.15) gives the result.
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As for the proof of Theorem 2.15, the continuity and absolute integrability of H k are established
in a similar way as in Theorem 2.1, and so is the decay estimate (2.13). Expression (2.14) has in
effect already been established in the previous proof.

■

We finally address the convergence properties of (1.2):
Theorem 2.17. Let µ be some positive real number and let {Lj}f: 0 C C(lRn) be any set of

functions that renders (1.1) exact for f E lP: , m being the largest integer

< µ, and that also

satisfies (2.3) for O::; k::; N. Then , for any f E cm+ 1 (1Rn) that has bounded m-th and (m + l )-st
total order partial derivatives, it is true that
h

(2.19)

--+

0,

ifµ (/. 7Z and otherwise

h--+ O.

(2.20)

Proof. Let {p(x, y) : y E lRn} be the m-th order Taylor polynomial at x to

the following three sets for h

f. Also, let us define

< 1/(2y'n):
So := {£ E 7Zn : jjx - lhjj < 2ytnh},
S1 :=

{l E 7Zn : 2../ri,h::; jjx - lhjj ::; 1},

S2 := {£ E 7Zn: jjx - lhjj > l}.
Now, pick an x E lRn. Then

lhf(x) - f(x )I

=

It,,~.

{/(h[<>; +el) - p( x, h[<>;

+ l]))L;( h-' x -

l)I

N

(2.21)

::; L L lf(h[ai + l]) -

p(x, h[ai

+ l])l1Li(h- 1 x -

l)I

p(x, h[ai

+ l])jjLj(h- 1 x -

l)I

p(x , h[ai

+ i])IILj(h- 1 x -

l)j.

j=O lESo

N

(2.22)

+LL lf(h[ai + l]) j=O lE51

N

(2.23)

+LL lf(h[ai + fl) i=O lES2

We estimate (2.21)-(2.23) in turn.
Because l E So implies jjx - aih - lhll < (2y'n + maxo:5j:5N llaill)h < 3ytnh, it follows from
the definition of p, from the boundedness of f's ( m
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+ 1)-st

derivative, from the boundedness of Li ,

and from the boundedness of

!Sol

(i.e., the cardinality of So) ash-+- 0, that (2.21) is O(hm+ 1 ) for

small h.
Furthermore, (2.22) can be bounded by a constant multiple of
(2.24)
(2.25)
A typical element of the expression which occurs if we expand the term in brackets in (2 .25) can
be bounded as follows, following Jackson (1988):

(2.26)

where O :S q :S m

+ 1, where A is a generic positive constant that does not depend on h, and where

Ve:= {y: ll£h-ylloo :S ½h}.
The term (2.23) can be dealt with in a similar way. It is initially bounded by a multiple of
(2.27)
instead of (2.24). Then continuing in the same fashion as before, where instead of (2.26) terms

0 :S q :S m, occur, we see that (2.27) is at most O(hµ.) for small h. Collecting terms, we see that
the estimates (2.19) and (2.20), depending on whetherµ¢~ (i.e., m < µ < m
µ

= m + 1) respectively,

hold.

+ 1) orµ

E

~

(i.e.,
■
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3. Orthogonality in Radial Function Spaces
The central results of this section are included in, and consequences of, the following assertion:
Theorem 3.1. Let¢> satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) and (v). Then the inverse Fourier transforms of

the continuous and absolutely integrable functions
N

i"h(t)

= <f>(t) L e-it•a; [B(t)-l ]kj,
j=0

where A+(t)

= B(t)B(t{

is the Cholesky decomposition of A+(t), form functions
N

(3.1)

Kk(x)

=L

L

d~krp(x -

O!j -

l),

j=0 lEIZ"

the series being absolutely convergent, which supply
(3.2)

and the orthonormality relations
(3.3)
Proof. We note first that A+(t) is positive definite for all t E ]Rn\ 271" ~n and in CP(JRn \ 271" ~n) by
Lemmas 2.2-2.3, because if¢> satisfies admissibility conditions (i)-(iv) then so does its square. Hence

B(t) and its inverse are well-defined and continuous except at all 271"-multiples of multiintegers. We
note further that (3.3) is immediate once we have proved the integrability of fh(t) and (3.2): This
is true because an application of the Parseval formula (Stein and Weiss, 1971, p. 8) gives

N

= _1_
{
eit•mJ(t)2 """'
c27r r Jm,..
Lt

N

"""' eit-(ah-ah)[B(t)-l]k · [B(t)-1] . dt
~
11
q12

11=0 12=0

= _1_

N

{

(27r)n

Im,"

= (2!)n

1.
Q

N

eit•mJ(t)2 """' """'eit•(a;2-ah)[B(t)-l] . [B(t)-l]k · dt
Lt ~

V2

11=0 12=0

N

eit•m

~

N

L Ahi1 (t)[B(t)-l]qh[B(t)-1 ]kit dt

11=012=0

= OomOkq•
In order to prove that

nk

is continuous and absolutely integrable, it suffices to show that

11t11 - 0,
17
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on account of conditions (i)-(iii) and by the periodicity of B(t )- 1 • We can make the following
estimate:

It,

,-it a; [B(t)-1 ]k;

I' :S t, It,

,-it-a;

N

N

N

k=O

j=O

l=O

N

N

j=O

l=O

J•;I'

[B( 1)-I

=LL L eit •(a1-a;)[(B(t)-l l]1k[B(t )-l]kl

=LL eit •(a1- a;)[A+(t )-l]je
=

t t
t
e i t •a1 {

j=O

l=O

=

Et(t)

e it -a 1

l=O

<let A+(t)

= 0( ¢( t)- 2 ),

(3.4)

e-it •a;[A+(t)-l]jl}

11t11

-+

0,

where Et is defined like Et with ¢ replaced by its square. Here we have employed Lemmas 2.3- 2.4
to obtain this estimate. Therefore fh is continuous and absolutely integrable. That its inverse
Fourier transform supplies (3.2) is proved using the same arguments as in Proposition 2.6. For this
it is essential that the function

where Gk(t)

nk

can be re-expressed as

= I::f=, 0 e- it•a; det Bzi(t), and that it can be expanded near each 21r£ in an asymptotic

senes

where a is a nonnegative multiinteger subject to

lal

~ p

and where 'Yk is GP. Expansion (3.5)

is a consequence of Gk's differentiability and boundedness (which is due to (3.4)), of Lemma 2.3
(applied to A+(t)), and of the admissibility conditions (i)-(iii).
Further, we note that the function [B(t)- 1]kj is bounded because of the well-known fact that
the entries of the Cholesky factors are bounded by the square root of the maximum of the diagonal
I
2
entries of the original matrix (Stoer, 1983, p. 157), i.e., in this case [maxoskSN[A+ (t)- 1]kk] . It
is [B(t)- 1]kj whose Fourier coefficients

dljk

-

-

1
/
il•t[B(t)-1] . dt
(21r)n JQ,. e
k;
,
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are the coefficients of the expansion (3.1), and they decay sufficiently fast to render the sum (3 .1)
absolutely convergent, namely

(3.6)
which is a consequence of the differentiability of [B(t)- 1 hi on ]Rn\ 21r LZ'n and of the fact that it
■

has an asymptotic expansion near the origin that is similar to (3.5). The theorem is proved.
Define the linear space
N

S = L2(1Rn)

n {L

L

>.14>(· -

ai - l): l>.11 =

0((1

+ lllll)-µ-e)

for some positive

j=O lE7l"

t}.

We note that the elements of S are well-defined on account of admissibility condition (v). We can

(3.7)

Finds* ES such that

l

with ll(x)! = 0((1

k

~

](k,

for any

0

~

show that the functions

N, help us to provide the solution to the least squares problem

+ !lxll)-µ-i)

Ill - s*ll2 = min Ill - s!l2
sES

for some positive i with µ

+i >

square-integrable, where II· II~=(·, ·) and for l,g E L2(1Rn)

(J,g) :=

f

}JR,"

l(x)g(x)dx.

The result is the following:
Theorem 3.2. The solution to the least squares problem (3.7)is
N

s*(x)

=LL (J,Kj(•-l))Kj(x-l),
j=O lE7l"

where

l

has to satisfy the conditions given in the previous paragraph.

Proof. We show first that s* E S:
N

s*(x)

=L

L

(!,Ki(· - l))Kj(x - l)

j=O lE7l"
N

=L
N

=L

N

L L L

(J, Ki(· - l))d':,1</>(x -

ak - m

-l)

N

L L L

d';,Lil, Kj(• - l))</>(x -

(3.8)
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ak -

m)

½n so that

l

is

The interchange of summations that leads to (3.8) can be justified in the following way. Estimate
(3.2 ) and the decay off and Lemma 2.10 imply
(3.9)
Let us define

Estimates (3.6), (3.9), in tandem with Lemma 2.10, imply the absolute convergence of t he double
sum in (3.8), because they imply that
N

l,B!il ::; L

(3.10)

L

Jd~!_e(J, Kj(· -

l))j

= 0 ((1 +

llmll)-min(µH ,n+µ)).

j=O lE.:iZ"
We have to show that s* is square-integrable. To this end , we notice that the function
N

L nj(t) L

(3.11)

j=O

e-it•lu, Kj ( · - l )),

l E.:iZ"

is square-integrable over ]Rn because (3.9)implies that the infinite sum in (3.ll)is square-summable
and hence square-integrable over Qn (see, for instance, Stein and Weiss , 1971 , p. 248) and because

l!ii(t)I

= 0 ((1 +

i . 1£
lR

=

lltll)- n-e). Specifically, we have

nj(t)

j=O

L

e-it•l(J, Kj(• -l))l2 dt

lE.:iZ"

L r. It nj(t + 27rm) L

mE.:iZ"

}q J=O

::; const. x

m_a x

0<1<N
-

-

11 ~
Q"

~

e-it•lu, Kj(· - l ))l2 dt

lE.:iZ"
2

e-it•l(J,Kj(•-l))l dt

l'E.:iZ"

~
~

mE2Z"

max(l+llt+27l"m ll )-n-e
tEQ"

which is finite. Since the inverse Fourier transform of (3.11) is s*, the latter is also square-int egrable,
the Fourier transform being an isometry. Thats* solves the least squares problem (3.7) is clear by
■

the orthonormality of the {Kk}f=o·

Theorem 3.3. The mapping
N

(3 .12)

f-+

L L

(f,Kj{· - l))Kj(• - l),

j=O lE.:iZ"
is the identity on polynomials f of degree less thanµ.
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Proof. Using (3.2) and applying Lemma 2.10, we get that (3.12) is well-defined for all polynomials

f of degree less than µ. Let J be such a polynomial. We may apply the Poisson summation formula
(Stein and Weiss, 1971, p. 252) and obtain that

Because of (3.5), D. 1 and all its partial derivatives of total order less than µ vanish at 21r£, £ E

;zn \ {O}.

Hence, (3.13) becomes

(3 .14)

Furthermore, we have
N

N

L 1nj(Y)l2

=L

j=O

N

k=O

j=O

N

N

___

¢(y)2 L e-iy-Olk (B(y)-1 ]jk L eiy-a, [B(y)-1 ]jt

l=O

N

=LL eiy-(a,-ak)<f>(y)2[A+(y)-lhe
k=Ol=O

=

£
l=O

eiy-a, ¢(y)2 Et(v) .
det A+(y)

Now observe that the term
•
2 Et(Y)
</>(y) det A+(y)'

has precisely the form of l,.(y) if we replace

¢ by ¢2

in the definition of Le(Y ). In the proof of

Theorem 2.14, however, we have, in particular, noted that the interpolant to f satisfies
N

LL
l=O

mEE"

N

J(ae+m)Le(x-m)=f(-iDy){e ix-yLeiy-a,J,e(Y)}
=f(x) .
l=O
y=O

This fact is still true if we replace¢ by ¢2 in the definition of Le, and therefore (3.14) is J(x) . The

•

theorem is proved.
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